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PREFACE: 
The 'Reuse of Drainage Water Project' is a joint 
activity of the technical agencies: 
Drainage Research Institute (DRI), Giza/Cairo-Egypt 
and 
Institute for Land and Water Management Research (ICW), 
Wageningen, The Netherlands. 
Th3 Project is funded by the Ministry of Irrigation 
of Egypt and by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Netherlands in the framework of the joint programme of 
Technical Cooperation between Egypt and the Netherlands. 
The Advisory Panel for Land Drainage in Egypt acts 
as steering committee. 
The results of studies, carried out in the 'Reuse of 
Drainege Water Project', will be presented in premilinary 
report's and in a final report. As such the contents of 
preliminary reports can vary strongly, from a simple pre-
sentation of data to a discussion of research results with 
tentative conclusions. 
All opinions, conclusions and recommendations in these 
reports are those of the cooperating Institutes, and not of 
the Ministry of Irrigation of Egypt or the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 2. DATA ELABORATION 
The growing population of Egypt requires 
•n increase in the production of food and 
fibres. It also requires new land to substi-
tute land lost due to newly built housings 
and roads. 
Four stratagies have been developed to 
meet the requirements. Among others, reuse 
of drainage water is a strategy to provide 
additional irrigation water for areas that 
will be reclaimed. In the five-year plan 
1982-1987 for a total area of about 640,000 
feddan (1 feddan • 0,42 ha) reclamation plans 
will be prepared, and a start will be made 
with the implementation. 
The Re-use of Drainage Water Project 
aims to provide basic data, that can be used 
in the above mentioned planning. A measure-
ment network has been established to provide 
these data. At drainage-catchment level, dis-
charges and drainage waterquality are deter-
mined. Discharges from drainage pumping 
stations are provided by the Ministry of Ir-
rigation. Calibrations of these pumping sta-
tions are part of the 'Reuse Project activi-
ties and provide data to calculate the dis-
charges more accurately. 
Discharges from areas drained by gravity 
are measured by appropriate methods, depending 
on a number of constraints. Water samples at 
the locations, shown in fig. 1 are regularly 
taken. The chemical composition is determined 
and water quality parameters are calculated. 
The aim of this report is to present the 
basic data in a suitable form for the poten-
tial user. A short description of the proce-
dures followed is included in this report. 
The data are presented in two sections: 
xn the first section are discharges salini-
ties and parameters for the sodification 
hazards of irrigation with these waters. 
In the second section the monthly average 
chemical conposition is presented. Application 
of these data for different purposes is beyond 
the scope of this report. 
The cooperating Institutes do not accept 
any responsibility for conclusions drawn on 
the basis of the data presented nor for the 
results of application of these data. 
In this chapter an overview will be pre-
sented of the procedure of data elaboration. 
Two types of data are distinguished; dischar-
ges and chemical characteristics of the 
drainage water. Concerning the latter, the 
parameters given are the total dissolved salts, 
the electrical conductivity, the sodium ad-
sorption ratio and the adjusted sodium adsorp-
tion ratio. These parameters are calculated 
as monthly avarages and weighted with respect 
to discharges. 
The elaboration procedure for chemical 
analysis is in brief as follows: 
first entering the basic data on computer 
files. Then the total charge of both cations 
and anions is calculated. Simultaniously the 
electrical conductivity is calculated, based 
on the contribution of each ion to this con-
ductivity. Results are listed and a manual 
check is performed. Deviations due to mis-
typings or wrong calculations are restored. 
If no reason can be found for the detected 
deviations, results are rejected. 
Discharges can be obtained in different 
ways. Data concerning discharges of pumping 
stations: lifting head, number of operation 
hours and the monthly discharge itself are 
obtained from the Ministry of Irrigation. 
Based on calibration measurements by DRI a 
rating curve for the pumping station is es-
tablished. The average monthly capacity, cor-
responding to the lifting head is read from 
this curve and multiplied with the number 
of operation hours. 
If, however, only discharges are provi-
ded, these are multiplied by the efficiency 
of the pumping station. 
Discharges at open drainage canal loca-
tions may have been determined by float-measu-
rements, by pendulum, by current meter or 
through a stage discharge relation by measu-
ring the water level. 
These discharges are measured with cer-
tain time intervals. During these intervals 
the discharge is assumed to change linearly 
with time. The total discharge per month is 
obtained by integration with respect to time. 
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lv;. I. Uncral view of the network in the Middle Delta 
2.1. C a l i b r a t i o n of p u m p i n g 
s t a t i o n s 
For each pump unit the relationship 
bctwoen lifting head and discharge has been 
determined. During the measurement a more or 
less steady state situation does exist. The 
water levels at the suction- and delivery 
side are measured just before and after the 
discharge measurements. 
Discharges are determined, using the 
current meter, for which a relation is avai-
lable between the flow velocity and the rota-
tion rate of the meter. Regularly this rela-
tion is recalibrated by the Hydraulic Re-
search Institute at the Delta Barrage. 
The cross-section at the suction side is 
subdivided into a grid with meshes of 
0,5 * 0,5 m . The velocity in each node is 
measured during 30 seconds. Multiplying this 
velocity with the representative area, gives 
i*-s contribution to the totp.1 discharge. 
In general at least three calibrations per 
pump unit are performed at lifting heads more 
or less representing the full range, at which 
the station is operating. 
For tht> production of this yearbook all 
tho calibration results of the pump units of 
each pumping station are combined and the 
best fitting curve is matched. 
The average efficiency of a pumping sta-
tion can be obtained by dividing its capacity, 
pertaining to the average lifting head, by 
the guarantee capacity. The guarantee capacity 
is used by the Ministry of Irrigation to cal-
culate the total discharge from the number of 
operation hours. This capacity is more of less 
the capacity of new pumps, operating at ave-
rage expected lifting heads. 
2.2. S t a g e - d i s c h a r g e r e l a t i o n s 
The relationship between discharge and 
water level, the so called stage-discharge 
relation, can only exist under certain con-
ditions. The first condition is steady state 
flow, where the slope of the energy line is 
identical to the slope of the bottom. If 
changes in discharge occur only very slowly, 
no significant deviations from the steady 
state conditions will occur. 
« fécond condition is that the shape of the 
cross section is regular and the hydraulic 
roughness is almost constant. 
The water level should not be affected 
by changing conditions downstream of the ob-
servation location. 
If all conditions are fulfilled the dis-
charge is a function of the waterdepth( I.AMBIE, . 
1978) 
ub 3 -1 Q = a. H m .s 
In some cases H is not the real water depth, 
but some height above a lavel at which the 
discharge is zero. The constants a and b are 
derived from the calibration measurements. 
If not explicitely measured, the water level 
at which the discharge is zero, can be deter-
mined by curve-fitting. 
The squared correlation coefficient 
should be higher than some minimum value, de-
pending on the number of observations. A value 
of 0.95 is required when the number of obser-
vation is less than 5 and 0.90 when this num-
ber is less than 10 but more than 5 (ROEST, 
1983). For practical applications this value 
must be higher than 0.5. 
If no satisfactory squared correlation 
coefficient has been obtained, either back-
water effects or non steady state conditions 
have been met. 
The discharge at a certain date can now 
be determined by measuring the water level 
and reading the pertaining discharge from the 
stage-discharge curve. 
2.3. F l o a t m e a s u r e m e n t s 
Float measurement consists of the measu-
rement of the flow velocity at the surface. 
In cases with regularly shaped cross-sections, 
the surface flow velocity at a certain point 
is related to the average flow velocity in 
the sub section. 
In most cases the average velocity in the 
sub-section is about 85% of the surface velo-
city. 
Measuring at a number of locations, at dif-
ferent distances from the banks the surface 
velocity, gives ultimately the total discharge 
at that location. 
Floats can be subject to wind effects, 
giving deviating results. Applied under bridges 
with contracting stream lines, could give 
erraneous results. Data from float-measure-
ments should be considered tentatively. 
2.4. P e n d u l u m m e a s u r e m e n t s 
The principle of the pendulum meter is 
basod on the force acting on resistance 
bodies, fixed in streaming water. The magni-
tude of this force, is closely related to 
the flow velocity and to the shape of the 
body. With pendulum measurements, a torpedo 
shaped body with two incinated rearwings is 
submerged. This body is connected to a wire 
and is hanging vertical if no velocity is 
present. The water velocity causes a de-
viation of the wire from the vertical posi-
tion. The angle between the wire and the 
vertical is a measure for the velocity. For 
each type of body such a relation is avail-
able. Measuring at different depths, at dif-
ferent locations provides a velocity dis-
tribution in the cross-section and conse-
quently a discharge at that moment. 
2.5. D a t a c h e c k i n g c h e m i c a l 
a n a l y s i s 
At the DRI-laboratory the concentration 
of Ca, Mg, Na, K, CO., HCO, and CI has been 
determined. From the differnce in total 
charge of the cations and the anions, the 
concentration of SO., has been calculated. 
More over the EC and pH is measured. 
Data checking includes first the calcu-
lation of the total charge of the anions and 
the cations. If typing errors during data 
entry occur, the sum of the charges is not 
zero. 
A second check is obtained by calcula-
ting the electrical conductivity and compa-
ring with the measured one. 
Basis for this calculation is the assump-
tion, that the EC of a solution, containing 
several different ions, is the sum of the 
contributions of the single ion. For the 
latter empirical relationships have been de-
veloped (ROEST, 1983). If the difference be-
tween calculated and measured EC is more than 
10 *, an error may be assumed and the origi-
nal data must be compared with the data en-
tered. Ir. case of deviations the entered data 
are restored, otherwise this set of data has 
been rejected for further elaboration. 
2.6. D a t a p r e s e n t a t i o n 
For the pumping stations the discharge 
provided by the Ministry of Irrigation in 
million cubic meter per month has been in-
cluded in the data presentation. The number 
of operation hours and average lifting head 
per month have been obtained. 
Rating curves are available, whether 
supplied by the factory or from calibration 
measurements. If no calibrations are available 
the factory provided rating curve has been 
used. In other cases the guarantee capacity 
has been used or the average capacity from 
the calibration measurements. 
To distinguish the different situations, 
a code is used to indicate the particular 
situation. 
In table 1 the codes and the meaning of 
code has been listed. 
Table 1. Codes and their meaning 
Code Description 
11 - pump station; discharge known in 
hours of operation; calibration 
curve established 
12 - pump station; discharge not known in 
hours; calibration curve established 
13 - pump station; no calibration curve 
21 - open drain; Hm measured; linear 
relation between discharge and Hm 
22 - open drain; Hm measured; power 
curve relation between water depth 
and discharge 
23 - open drain; float discharge mea-
sured; no good calibration relation 
available 
24 - open drain or pump station; no dis-
charge known or measured 
For each location this code has been pre-
sented in the header, together with the name 
and code-name of the location, the year and 
the stage-discharge relation or rating curve. 
The square of the correlation coefficient is 
mentioned. The value of this item has been 
set to zero, in cases where no rating curve 
is available and in case the average capacity 
is used. 
The total discharge per year is calculated 
only in those situations that data of all 
months are available. 
The same holds for the average water-
quality parameters. 
The discharges at open drainage canal 
locations have been calculated on a monthly 
basis. It has been assumed that the discharge 
rate in between two succeeding measurement 
dates changes linearly, with time. The course 
of the discharge rate is described by a poly-
gon. The discharge per month has been obtained 
by intégrât ing this polygon with respect to 
':ime, between the tine boundaries, belonging 
to that particular month (see Fig. 2 ) . 
• measured 
/ < • : • • • • • - • ! 
- • - • s » 
.•) discharge July 
Jan Fes Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Qki Nov Dec 
fig. 2. Schematic presentation, determination 
discharge per month 
The average waterquality per month is 
obtained in a similar way. In this case the 
concentration of each ion has been multi-
plied by the discharge rate and with the 
ionic load thus obtained, a polygon has been 
constructed. Again an integration per month 
hos boen done and the result has been divided 
by the monthly discharge. With the average 
composition of the drainage water obtained 
the waterquality parameters have been calcu-
lated. 
The salinity, expressed in parts per mil-
lion (ppm) has been calculated by multiplying 
the concentration of each ion (in meq.liter ) 
by its atomic weight, divided by its charge, 
and adding the results. 
The cation composition of irrigation 
water determines its potential for sodium 
hazards for which the sodium adsorption ratio 
is a parameter. 
This parameter has been defined as: 
irrigation except at low salinity (ppm < 750) 
and using amendments. 
A second parameter to classify the sodium 
hazard is the adjusted SAR. It has been de-
fined as: 
adj.SAR = SAR19.4 - pH ) (mmol'l») 
where: 
pHc = (pK'2 - pK'c)+ p(Ca + Mg) + pALK 
where p(Ca + Mg) and pALK are the negative 
value of the logarithm of the molar concen-
tration of (Ca + Mg) and equivalent concen-
tration of titratable base (CO, + HCO ) re-
spectively and pK'2 and pK'c are the negative 
value of the logarithms of the second dis-
sociation constant of H,CO- and of the solu-
bility product of CaCO-, respectively, both 
corrected for ionic strength. At pHc values 
less than 8.4 the soluable calcium tends to 
precipitate, while at values greater than 8.4 
there is a tendency to dissolve lime (EL 
GUINDY, 1979). 
Values of adj. SAR less than 6 do not 
cause permeability problems when irrigation 
water having that value is used. Problems 
increase when the value increases from 6 to 
16 where values above 16 cause severe per-
meability problems. 
Salinization hazards are classified by 
the total dissolved salt parameter, but are 
related to both drainage conditions and crop 
sensitivity. In general no problems have to 
be expected on poorly drained soils when the 
TDS is less than 750 ppm and when a normal 
irrigation is practiced. 
SAR [Na] 
l[Ca] + [Mg]). * 
ï i 
(mmol1!2) 
Ir. general four categories are used with 
•-^its S, 12 and 18, where irrigation water 
"•••»vir.ç SAR s IB is in general unsuitable for 
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LOCATION : MJOl UPPER P3 NO 1 
O • 6 490 - ( 0. 330) • H l OCAP • 
YEAR : J 980 
S. 794 HAV -
CODE : 11 
2. 230 
MONTH f 
DISCHAROE 10»«6 113 
























































































93. 34 Se. 62 
LOCATION : M101 UPPER PB NO 1 
0 - 6. 490 - ( 0. 330) • H i OCAP » 
YEAR : 19B1 CODE : 
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1983 76. 27 B7. 37 
LOCATION : H102 BRIDQE DRAIN NO 1 YEAR 
O » 12 690 - » 370» HM J R2 - CO. 9703 
1980 CODE 21 
MONTH ! 
D16CHARCE 10»»6 M3 


























































LOCATION : Ml02 BRIDOE DRAIN NO 1 YEAR 
0 » 12. B90 - 9.370» HM I R2 - CO. 9703 


































































































1981 103. 96 1. 03 74 5. 4. 18 9. 37 
LOCATION : M102 BRIDOE DRAIN NO 1 1982 CODE 24 
MONTH! 
DISCHARCE 10»»6 M3 ! EC ! 
DE9ISN ! DRI ! MMHO/CM • 
TDS 
























































M102 BRIDOE DRAIN NO 1 1983 CODE 24 
DISCHARCE 10»»6 M3 

















































4. Bl 10. 32 
1983 
LOCATION : M103 PS NO 1 
MONTH 
YEAH 1960 CODE 13 
DISCHAROE 10»«6 M3 





































































1980 1300. 36 
LOCATION : M103 PS NO 1 1961 CODE 13 
MONTH ! 
DISCHAROE 10»»6 M3 

























































































19S1 1243. 73 2. 16 1378. 6. 74 19. 62 
LOCATION : M103 PS NO 1 
• DISCHARGE 10**6 M3 
1982 CODE 13 


































































































































































































LOCATION : H104 P8 NO 2 
O » ». 860 - ( 0. »70) • H I QCAP -
YEAR : 19B0 













































































































LOCATION : Ml04 PS NO 2 
0 • 9. 860 - < O. 970) • H OCAP 
YEAR : 19B1 
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LOCATION : M104 PS NO 2 YEAR : 1983 CODE : 










































































































LOCATION : Hill P8 NO 11 
O • 7. 090 - < O. 000) • H l OCAP -
YEAR : 1980 





DISCHARQE 10**A M3 




















































































LOCATION : hill PB NO 11 
0 • 7. 090 - ( O. 000) • H I OCAP 
YEAR : 19B1 





DIBCHAROE 10*»6 H3 

























































































1981 423.43 432. 09 1. 89 1339. 9. 69 14.09 
LOCATION : Mill PS NO 11 YEAR : 1982 CODE : 
0 - 7.090 - < 0.000) • H i OCAP - 7.090 HAV - 2.790 
11 
DISCHAROE 10»«6 M3 

























































































1983 449.36 430. 42 1. 90 1307. 9 32 13 33 
LOCATION : Mill PB NO 11 YEAR : 1983 CODE : 
0 - 7.090 - < 0.000) • H I OCAP - 7.090 HAV - 3.790 
11 
MONTH ! 
DIBCHAROE 10»«6 M3 



























































































1983 499. 26 439. 71 
10 
LOCATION : M701 PB NO 7 
O • B. 960 - ( 1. 120) * H i OCAP 
YEAR : 1980 











































































































LOCATION : M701 PS NO 7 
0 - 8. 960 - ( 1. 120) • H i QCAP • 
YEAR : 1981 





DI6CHAR0E 10»»6 M3 

























































































1981 302. 94 338. 68 4. 30 2667. 11. 39 27. 91 
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YEAR : 1982 
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LOCATION : M801 PS NO B 
O • 9 200 - < 1. 660) • H I OCAP -
YEAR : I960 
9. 614 HAV -
CODE : 










































































































LOCATION : MB01 PS NO 8 
0 » 9. 200 - ( 1. 660) 
YEAR : 1981 CODE : 

























































































































LOCATION : MB01 PS NO 8 
0 • 9. 200 - < 1. 660 ) • H I OCAP 
YEAR : 1982 CODE : 










































































































LOCATION : M801 PS NO 8 
0 » 9 200 - ( 1.660) * H i OCAP 
YEAR : 1983 CODE : 











































































































LOCATION : HOOI EAST MENUFEYA PB YEAR 19B0 CODE 13 
HONTH! 
DISCHAROE 10»»6 H3 




























































1980 138. B4 
























































































































LOCATION : HC01 EAST MENUFEYA P3 YEAR : 19B3 CODE 13 
MONTH ! 
DISCHAROE 10*»6 M3 































































0. 86 630. 2. 68 9 76 
1982 139.20 













































































































LOCATION : H008 BEOAAYA PB 
O - 9. 840 - ( O. 440) • H I OCAP 
YEAR : 1980 CODE : 
9 . 4 4 9 HAV • 0. 2 1 0 
11 
! DIBCHARGE 10«»6 «3 ! EC ! 
MONTH! CEBION i DR I ! MMHO/CM ! 
TDB 
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LOCATION : neOS BEOAAVA PB 
0 • 9. 940 - < 0. 440» • H ; OCAP • 
YEAR : 1981 CODE : 
9. 448 HAV - O. aïO 
! 0I8CHAR0E 10**é M3 ! EC ! TDB 
MONTH! OCBION ! DRI ! MMHO/CH ! PPM 
1981 
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LOCATION : H003 MAHALLET RUH P8 
Q - 2 460 - ( 0. 000) • H l OCAP 
YEAR : 19B0 











































































































LOCATION : M803 MAHALLET RUH PS 
0 » 2. 460 - < 0. 000) • H i QCAP 
YEAR : 1981 CODE : 











































































































LOCATION : H003 MAHALLET RUH PS 
Q - 2. 460 - < 0. 000) • H i OCAP -
< DISCHAROE 10«6 M3 ! EC ! 












































































































: M003 MAHALLET RUH 
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LOCATION MOO* SAHATAY PS 
O • 6 990 - ( ». 290) • H I OCAP • 
YEAR : 1980 





DIBCHABSe 10**6 H3 ! 
























































































1980 396. 33 362. 34 
LOCATION : M004 8AMATAY P8 
0 » 6. 990 - ( 1. 290) • H I OCAP • 
YEAR : 19B1 





DISCHARGE 10*06 H3 


















































































1981 398. 36 439. 71 1. 92 1000. 4. 92 10. 92 
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LOCATION : M004 8AMATAY PS 
0 » 6 990 - ( 1.290) • H OCAP 
YEAR : 1983 










































































































LOCATION : HOOS PS NO 9 
O » 6. 900 - ( O. 930) • H i OCAP 
YEAR : 1780 
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I960 169. 92 169. 66 
LOCATION : «005 PS NO 9 
0 • 6. 900 - ( 0. 520) • H i OCAP -
YEAR : 1981 





DISCHARGE 10*«6 M3 



















































































1981 158.40 159. 94 1. 60 1053. 5.44 12. 67 
LOCATION : MOOS PS NO S 
0 - 6. 500 - ( 0. 520) • H i OCAP -
YEAR : 1982 




! DIBCHAROE 10*>6 M3 ! EC 
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TDS 














































































1982 148.76 158.57 
LOCATION : MOOS PS NO 9 YEAR : 19B 
0 » 6. 900 - ( 0. 920) • H i OCAP » 6. 094 HAV 
! DIBCHAROE 10»»6 M3 ! EC 





SAR ADJ SAH 
13 52 13 60 -
4 14 4.46 3 88 24B2 
7 98 9 83 2 33 1509. 
15 09 15.79 
13 40 12. 99 1. 77 1184. 
18 20 M. 85 1 78 1138. 
30 79 19. 87 l.BO 1167. 
23 96 18. U 3. 35 2297. 
18 10 18.02 1.78 1179. 
18. 42 M. 78 l. 88 1272. 
11.04 10.67 



































6. 22 15.20 
1983 173.70 163.60 
17 
LOCATION : H006 OHARBIA BRI DOE NO 6 YEAR : 1980 
0 " 0. S» • WETTEO CROSS SECTION • FLOAT VELOCITY 
CODE S3 
DISCHAROE 10«»6 H3 


























































LOCATION : n006 OHARBIA BRIDGE NO 6 YEAR : 1961 










































































































LOCATION : MC06 OHARBIA BRIDGE NO 6 YEAR 1962 CODE 24 
DISCHARCE 10**6 M3 






























































LOCATION : M006 CHARBIA BRIDCE NO 6 YEAR CODE : 24 
! DI8CHAR0E 10«6 M3 ! EC ! 
MONTH! DESION ! DRI ! MMHO/CM ! 
TDS 





































LOCATION : «007 PS NO 6 
O - 7. 330 - < O. 660) • H l OCAJ» -
YEAR : J980 
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1980 137.09 149.88 
LOCATION : N007 PS NO 6 
0 • 7. 330 - t 0 .860) • H I OCAP 
YEAR : 1981 
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1981 116. 27 128 62 3. 78 2391. 9. 35 23 28 
LOCATION : MG07 PS NO 6 
0 • 7. 230 - ( 0. 860) • H > OCAP 
YEAR : 1982 
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1982 147. 96 160. 61 
LOCATION : H007 PS NO 6 
0 - 7 230 - < 0. 860) • H i OCAP 
YEAR : 1983 CODE : 
5. 510 HAV - 2 000 
11 
MONTH ! 
DISCHARGE 10»»6 M3 

































































































LOCATION : MOOT HAMUL PS I960 CODE : 13 
MONTH ! 
DISCHARGE 10«»6 H3 




























































1980 363. 43 
LOCATION : M608 HAMUL PS YEAR : 1961 CODE 13 
MONTH ! 
DI SCHARBE 10*»6 M3 

























































































1981 322. 86 1. 57 1017. 4. 47 10. 45 
LOCATION : MOOB HAMUL PB YEAR 1982 CODE 
MONTH ! 
DISCHARGE 10*»6 M3 


























































































LOCATION : M008 HAMUL PS 1983 CODE 
MONTH! 
DI SC HAR CE 10»»6 M3 





























































1. 47 967. 
1983 312.64 
:o 


































1.910) • H i QCAP -
10"6 H3 ! 



















































































LOCATION : H009 P8 NO 4 YEAR : 1981 CODE : 11 































10**6 M3 ! 






































































LOCATION : M609 PS NO « 
O - II. 220 - < 1.910) • H I OCAP • 
YEAR : 1982 CODE : 































10»*6 M3 ! 










































































LOCATION : H009 PS NO 4 
0 » 11 220 - < 1. 910) • H I OCAP • 
YEAR : 1983 


































10**6 M3 ! 



































































LOCATION : MCIO PS NO 3 
O » 7. 420 - < O. 790) QCAP 
YEAR : 19B0 





DISCHAROE I0»«6 M3 























































































19S0 337.78 369. 40 
LOCATION : MOI O PS NO 3 
O - 7. 420 - < 0. 790) • H l QCAP • 
VEAR : 1981 





DISCHARGE 10»*6 M3 
























































































1981 301. 97 319. 40 


































0. 790) » H i QCAP -




















































































LOCATION : M010 PS NO 3 
0 • 7.420 - < 0.790) « H I QCAP • 
YEAR : 1983 





DISCHAROE 10«6 M3 

























































































1983 2B4. 40 
22 
LOCATION : HOM OHARBIA DR I DOE NO 7 YEAR 
O - 38. 310* ( 3. 740- HM ) •• S. 610 RS 
1980 CODE 
C O. B903 
22 
MONTH! 
DISCHARGE I0«*6 M3 

























































LOCATION : MOU OHARBIA BRIDOE NO 7 YEAR 
0 • 38.310* ( 3.740- HM ) •* 2.610 R2 
1981 CODE 
I 0. 8903 
22 
DIBCHAROE 10»»6 M3 


































































































































































































LOCATION : M81I OHARBIA BRIDOE NO 7 







































































































1. 100) • 
10*>6 M3 ! 


















































































LOCATION : MO 12 HAPIR SHEHAB EDDIN PS 
Q • 10. 120 - < 1. 180) • H I OCAP -
YEAR : 1981 


























































































































LOCATION : M012 HAPIR SHEHAB EDDIN PS YEAR : 1982 CODE : 










































































































LOCATION : MO12 HAPIR BHEHAB EDDIN PS 
O - 10. 120 - < 1. 180) • H I OCAP -
YEAR : 1983 





DISCHAROE 10»*6 M3 














































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : MOIS OHARBIA OUTFALL 19B2 CODE 24 
MONTH! 
DISCHARGE 10**6 M3 






















































LOCATION : MS13 QHARBIA OUTFALL YEAR 
• DIBCHAROE 10»*6 M3 ! EC ! 
MONTH! DEBION ! DRI ! MMHO/CM ! 










































































































































































LOCATION : MJ01 EDFINA BARRAGE VEAR 1981 
MONTH' 
DISCHARGE 10»»6 M3 

































































1981 0. 98 380. 1. 41 2.66 
LOCATION : MI01 EDFINA BARRACE 24 
ADJ BAR ! 
f DISCHARGE 10«*6 M3 ! EC 

















— 0. 97 
— 0.46 























— 1. 38 
— 3. 76 
2.74 
19B2 
LOCATION : MIOl EDFINA BARRAGE J 983 24 
! DISCHARGE I0*»6 M3 ! EC 
MONTH! DESIGN ! DRI ! MMHO/CM 
TDS 


















— 0. 97 
— 0. 62 




























LOCATION : MHOl TILLA OUTFALL YEAR 1980 CODE 
MONTH! 
DISCHARGE 10»*6 H3 




































































10**6 M3 ! 









































































LOCATION : HK01 TILLA OUTFALL YEAR 
MONTH! 
DISCHARGE I0*«6 M3 
CEBION ! DR I 





















































LOCATION : MNOl UPPER PS NO B 
Q " B. 6*0 - < 0. 970) • H OCAP • 
YEAR : 1981 













































































































LOCATION : MNOl UPPER PS NO B YEAR : 1982 CODE : 
0 - 8. 690 - < 0. 990) » H I OCAP • B. 069 HAV » 1. 060 
11 
MONTH ! 
DISCHARGE 10»*6 M3 
































































































LOCATION ; MNOl UPPER PS NO 8 YEAR : 1983 CODE : 










































































































LOCATION : HNO 2 MANDURA PS YEAR : I 9 6 0 CODE : 










































































































LOCATION : HN02: MANDURA PS YEAR : 1981 CODE : 































































































1981 198 33 193. 83 3. 48 1962. 7.38 17. 18 
LOCATION : MN02 MANDURA PS 
O • 10. 690 - ( 1. 240) • H I OCAP -
YEAR : 1983 CODE : 








































































































LOCATION : HN02 MANDURA PS YEAR : 1983 CODE : 






































































































LOCATION : MN03 NASHART OUTFALL YEAR 1980 CODE 
DI3CHAR0E 10*»6 M3 ! 


















































LOCATION : HN03 NA8HART OUTFALL YEAR CODE 
DISCHARGE 10**6 M3 

































































1981 1. 90 1225. 9.29 12. 90 
LOCATION : MN03 NA8HART OUTFALL 24 
MONTH ! 
DISCHAROE 10»*6 M3 






























































LOCATION : MN03 NASHART OUTFALL VEAR 1983 CODE 34 
DISCHAROE 10»«6 M3 























































12 1. 45 975. 4. 66 10.64 
1983 
30 
LOCATION : MN04 ZEINI PB YEAR 19B0 CODE 13 
MONTH! 
DISCHARGE 10*«6 M3 








































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : HTOl TIRA PS 
O - 8 200 - ( 0. 000) • H l OCAP » 
YEAR : 1980 
B. BOO HAV -
CODE : 
3. 380 
! DISCHARGE 10«»6 M3 




















































































39. J 3 
36. 23 
61. 27 
1980 401.33 372. 28 
LOCATION : MT01 TIRA PS 
o • a. soo - ( o. ooo) • H i ocAP -
YEAR : 1981 


































10»«6 M3 • 
























































































LOCATION : MT01 TIRA PS 
0 - 8. 300 - ( 0. 000) • H i OCAP -
YEAR : 1982 




DIBCHAROE 10**6 M3 

























































































376. 77 379. 33 
LOCATION : MT01 TIRA PS YEAR : 1983 CODE : 11 
0 • 8. 300 - ( 0. 000) • H > OCAP - 8. 200 HAV - 3. 580 
MONTH ! 
DIBCHAROE 10»«6 M3 











































































































LOCATION • MIO» UPPER PS NO 1 
MEASUREMENT POINT CODE: 11 i 
M i n 
YEAR 
PUMP STATION 
I960 CODE : 11 
BASIC DATA: PUMPINO HOURS AND LIFTINO HEAD 











- DISCHARGE IN H»»3 PER SECOND 
- DISCHAROE IN M»»3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
- SLOPE OF CAPACITY CURVE 
- SUCTION HEAD IN H 
- AVERACE PUMP CAPACITY IN M»»3 PER SECOND 
- AVERACE LIFTINO HEAD IN H 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DUR I NO 1990 ARE BASED ON 13 WATER BAMPLEB 
DISCH 
MIL M3 TDS SAR 
ADJ 






















































































































































































1980 98. 62 














































































































































































































1981 46. 43 1. 34 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA 
DISCH 
MONTH MIL M3 EC 
898. 7. SB 5.08 11.46 
DURINO 1982 ARE BASED ON 
ADJ 
TDS PH SAR SAR 
0. 04 2. 65 2. 36 
15 WATER SAMPLEB 































































































































































































1982 56. 92 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1983 ARE BASED ON 12 WATER SAMPLES 
MONTH 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC SAR 
ADJ 

























































































































































1983 87 37 
33 
LOCATION • Ml 02 BR IDOE DRAIN NO 1 YEAR 
MEASUREMENT POINT CODE: 31 l OPEN DRAIN l 
1980 CODE : 21 
BASIC DATA: WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS 













R2- O. 970 
DISCHARGE IN M»*3 PER BECOND 
0 INTERCEPT FOR HM « 0 
SLOPE OF O-HM RELATION 
DISTANCE TO WATERLEVEL FROM FIXED POINT 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 












































































































































































































































— 8. 02 







































































































YEAR : 1982 CODE : 







— 9. 04 












— 11. 48 



























— 2. 31 











— 2. 69 




















































— 7. 17 






































— 0. 73 





































— 0. 00 








































































































































































































































































































































-• 4. 17 
-
34 
LOCATION : M103 PS NO 1 YEAR : 1980 
THE WATEN QUALITY DATA DURINO 1980 ARE BASED ON 14 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































— 10. 76 
-
35 
LOCATION M104 PS NO 2 






PUMPINO HOURS AND LIFTING HEAD 
DISCHARGE RELATION: 0-QO+B»H 
O - DISCHARCE IN M»»3 PER 6EC0ND 
00 - ? 660 - DISCHARCE IN M*»3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
B • -0. 970 - SLOPE OF CAPACITY CURVE 
H - SUCTION HEAD IN M 
OCAP- 7. 416 - AVERAOE PUMP CAPACITY IN M*»3 PER SECOND 
HAV » 2. 920 - AVERACE LIFT INC HEAD IN M 
THE WATER DUALITY DATA DURIN« I960 ARE BASED ON 14 WATER SAMPLES 
DISCH ADJ 
MONTH MIL M3 EC TDS PH SAR SAR RSC CA MC NA K C03 HC03 S04 CL 
1 27 19 - - - - - - - - _ - _ . _ 
3 13. 63 - - - - - - - - _ - _ _ _ 
3 30 14 - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
4 33. 39 - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ 
5 29.97 1.48 907. 7.93 4.52 10.07 0.00 2.96 3.07 7 85 0.26 0.00 4.02 1.30 8 82 
6 34 63 1.31 812. 7 62 4.69 9.96 0.00 2.42 2.91 7.36 0.21 0.00 3.76 1.37 7.37 
7 44.27 1.66 1099 7 49 4.93 11.49 0.00 2.79 4.19 9 20 0.19 0.00 4.62 2.81 8.94 
8 47.96 1 99 1041. 7 43 4. Bl 11.34 0.00 3.14 3.67 8 87 0.18 0.00 4.97 2.65 8.24 
9 49 95 1.49 928. 7 56 4.69 10.70 0.00 3.09 2.76 8 03 0.25 0.00 4 67 1.50 7 96 
10 50 37 0 99 677. 7.64 2.11 4.89 0.00 3.71 2.40 3.69 0 19 0.00 4.44 1.35 4 14 
11 28 39 1 71 1127. 7 39 3.06 7.91 0.00 4.84 5.39 6.93 0.19 0.00 5 90 2.6t 8 82 
12 30 51 1.77 1051 7 41 3.69 B. 79 0.00 3.02 9.98 7.82 0.19 0.00 4.08 1 87 1 1 09 
1980 4 1 0 1 2 - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1981 ARE BASED ON 18 WATER SAMPLES 
MONTH M?LSM3 EC TDS PH SAR SAR RSC_ CA MO NA *_--_-------- --- --
- _----—---- _ _ „ — - _ - - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _^
 o 3 5 o o o 5.38 10.10 13.41 
14 16 2 9 6 1762 7 42 6.39 19.98 0.00 5.73 6.70 19.93 0.41 0.00 4.74 3.43 20.61 
3 27 8* f ? . 0.2. 7.64 I 61 12.08 0.00 2.76 3.32 9.79 0.27 0.00 3.50 I.SO 11.14 
4 31 09 1 46 919 7.44 4.36 9.58 0.00 2.91 3.40 7.75 0.19 0.00 3.63 2.95 8. 08 
5 2088 90 1201 7 71 6 02 13.78 0.00 2.94 4.23 11.39 0.20 0.00 4 27 3.71 10.81 
l 32-9 77 10.: _:.9 4 57 10.69 0.00 2.90 9.19 9.19 0.19 0.00 4.17 3.16 10.11 
7 46 00 74 19 8 22 4.18 10 04 0.00 5.53 2.92 8.59 0.18 0.00 4.61 3.05 9.63 
8 Jt 92 77 1 2 2 7 - 7
 4 4 4 »0.59 0.00 4. 05 4.22 9.02 0.20 0.00 4. 55 2.98 9. 99 
? Î1 32 '70 Oil 7 27 4.66 10. BB 0.00 2.79 4.93 8.92 0.19 0.00 4.49 1.79 10.16 
10 39 16 ' 43 866 7 Ol 3 89 8. 64 O. 00 2. 20 4. 32 6. 94 O. 22 O. 00 3. 87 1. 49 8. 33 
M -lia 70 109_: 7:__ Ï Ï 7 11.21 0.00 3.55 3.80 9.33 0.21 0.00 4.14 3.79 8 94 
1_ 2673 KTS 1137. 7.43 9.78 12.65 0.00 3_62 3.29 »O. 73__0 J>7__0J3O^_3:90__4_62 !___ 
"Ï98Î""3-0"6s""r-0 ï ï _ " " r 4 _ 9*03 11 68 0.00 3.91 __4_14 *_S4__°,_? ___________________ 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1982 ARE BASED ON 19 WATER SAMPLES 
DISCH ADJ 
MONTH MIL M3 EC TDS PH SAR SAR RSC CA MO NA K C03 HC03 S04 CL 
1 22.27 2 95 1524. 7.99 9.49 13.44 0.00 4.97 6.64 13.23 0.09 0.00 4.29 3.70 16.90 
2 13 78 2 20 1269. 7.49 4.64 10.83 0.00 4.62 9.74 10.97 0.06 0.00 3.91 2.27 19.20 
3 27 93 1.91 909. 7.82 3.94 8.71 0.00 3.21 3.73 7.33 0.14 0.00 3.46 1.78 9.16 
4 23.07 1.84 1192. 7.90 5.99 12.99 0.00 3.94 3.28 10.94 0.23 0.00 4.00 3.37 10.62 
9 24.17 1 39 898. 7.62 4.48 9.79 0.00 3.68 2.12 7.64 0.21 0.00 3.69 2.89 7.07 
6 30. 29 - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ 
7 42.71 1.72 1124 8.03 6.11 13.68 0.00 4.42 1.70 10.69 0.26 0.00 4.27 3.57 9.22 
B 38. IB 2.11 1273. 7.67 6.24 12.87 0.00 6.12 1.69 12.34 0.19 0.00 2.90 4.33 13.93 
9 34.64 2 30 1996. 7 83 7.89 18.54 0.00 4.02 3.86 15.66 0.29 0.00 4.76 7.48 11.99 
10 37 31 1.99 1064. 7.62 S. 70 12.46 0.00 2.43 3.60 9.91 0.23 0.00 3.79 5.15 7.29 
11 23.88 1.67 1078 7 69 6.21 13 46 0.00 2.78 3.09 10 64 0.09 0.00 3.79 4.11 8.71 
12 26 11 1.69 1039. 7.68 6.09 12 91 0.00 3.37 2.44 10.31 0.11 0.00 3.94 2.43 10.21 
1982 343. 90 











































































































































































































































LOCATION Hl II PS NO 11 




BASIC DATA: PUMPING HOURS ANC LIFTING HEAD 











- DISCHARGE IN M«»3 PER BECOND 
- DISCHARGE IN M»»3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
- SLOPE OF CAPACITY CURVE 
- SUCTION HEAD IN M 
- AVERACE PUMP CAPACITY IN M»»3 PER SECOND 
- AVERAGE LIFTING HEAD IN M 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURING I960 ARE BASED ON 14 WATER SAMPLES 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC TDS BAR 
ADJ 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION 11701 PS NO 7 
MEASUREMENT POINT CODE; 11 
YEAR 
PUMP STATION 
19B0 CODE ; 
BASIC DATA: 
11 
PUMPINO HOURS AND L IFT ING HEAD 







- DISCHARCE IN M««3 PER SECOND 
8. 960 - DISCHARCE IN M«»3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
1. 120 - SLOPE OF CAPACITY CURVE 
- SUCTION HEAD IN H 
9. 600 - AVERACE PUMP CAPACITY IN M»«3 PER SECOND 
3. 000 - AVERACE LIFTINO HEAD IN 11 

















































































































































































































































THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1981 ARE BASED ON 19 MATER SAMPLES 
MONTH 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC TDS 
ADJ 




















































































































































































































































































1981 33B 68 4.30 2667. 7.90 11.39 27.91 0.00 4.69 8.74 29.43 0.98 0.00 4.31 9 09 29.88 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : H801 PS NO 8 
MEASUREMENT POINT CODE: 11 
YEAR 
PUMP STATION 
I960 CODE : 
BASIC DATA: PUMPINO HOURS AND LIFTINO HEAD 
DI SCHARSE RELATION: O»00+B»H 
O 
QO • 9. 200 
B » -1.660 
H 
OCAP' 9. 614 
HAV « 2. 160 
DISCHAROE IN M»«3 PER SECOND 
DISCHAROE IN M»»3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
SLOPE OP CAPACITY CURVE 
SUCTION HEAD IN M 
AVERAOE PUMP CAPACITY IN M»»3 PER SECOND 
AVERAOE LIFTINO HEAD IN M 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1983 ARE BASED ON 10 WATER SAMPLES 
MONTH 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC TDS SAR 
ADJ 












































































































































LOCATION : HOOI EAST HENUFEYA PS 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DOR INO 1980 
YEAR : 19B0 CODE : 13 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































~ 3. 92 
-






























































— B. 67 
8. 39 

































« 0. 00 
0. 00 
— 0. 00 




























































• 0. 12 
0. 12 







— 3. B2 
4. 98 
4. B3 













— 7. 09 
2. 26 







* 2. B9 
3. 22 
9. 72 







LOCATION : HOOS SEOAAYA PS 




BASIC DATA: u 
PUMPINO HOURS AND LIFTING HEAD 











- DI3CHAR0E IN H««3 PER SECOND 
- DISCHARQE IN M»»3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
- SLOPE OF CAPACITY CURVE 
- SUCTION HEAD IN M 
- AVERAQ6 PUMP CAPACITY IN M«»3 PER SECOND 
- AVERAGE LIFTINO HEAD IN M 



































































































































































































































THE WATER OUALITY DATA DURINO 1981 ARE BASED ON 19 WATER SAMPLES 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC PH SAR 
ADJ 

























































































































































































































173 03 1. 32 7. 32 4. OS 9. 29 O. 00 3. 26 2. 88 7. 09 O. 23 O. 00 4. 96 3 39 3. 33 
















































































































































































































































THE WATER OUALITY DATA DURINO 1983 ARE BASED ON »1 WATER SAMPLEB 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC TDS SAR 
ADJ 




























































































































































































1983 204. OB 
41 
LOCATION : MC03 MAHALLET RUH PS YEAR 




PUMPINO HOURS AND LIFTINO HEAD 
















DISCHARGE IN M»*3 PER SECOND 
DISCHAROE IN M»»3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
SLOPE OF CAPACITY CURVE 
SUCTION HEAD IN H 
AVERAOE PUMP CAPACITY IN M»»3 PER SECOND 
AVERAOE LIFTINO HEAD IN M 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO I960 ARE BASED ON IS WATER SAMPLES 
MONTH 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC TDS BAR 
ADJ 


































































































































































































THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1981 ARE BASED ON 19 MATER SAMPLES 
MONTH 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC TDS SAR 
ADJ 













































































































































































































1981 88 24 1. 14 787. 7. 38 3. 02 6. 93 O. 00 3. 31 2. 83 3. 29 0. 16 0. 00 4. 40 2. 77 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1962 ARE BASED ON 13 WATER BAMPLES 
MONTH 
DISCH 
MIL M3 TDS 
ADJ 






























































































































































































1982 66 02 















































































































































































































































LOCATION : «004 SAMATAY PS 
MEASUREMENT POINT CODE: 11 
YEAR 
PUMP STATION 
I 9 6 0 CODE 
BASIC DATA: 
11 
PUMPINQ HOURS AND LIFTINO HEAD 







- DISCHAROE IN H««3 PER SECOND 
6. 590 - DISCHAROE IN M*»3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
-1. 350 - SLOPE OP CAPACITY CURVE 
- SUCTION HEAD IN M 
4. 953 - AVERAOE PUMP CAPACITY IN M»»3 PER SECOND 
1. 630 - AVERAOE LIPTINO HEAD IN M 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DUR INO 19B0 ARE BASED ON 15 MATER SAMPLES 
MONTH 
DI8CH 
MIL M3 EC TDS SAR 
ADJ 























































































































































































1980 363. 34 - -
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1961 ARE BASED ON 
D1SCH *°o 
MONTH MIL M3 EC TDB PH BAR SAR 
19 WATER BAMPLES 



















































































































































































































1981 439.71 1.92 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA 
DISCH 
MONTH MIL M3 EC 
1000 7. 39 4. 92 10. 92 
DURINO 1982 ARE BASED ON 
ADJ 
TDS PH SAR SAR 
0 00 3. 19 3. 92 
14 WATER BAMPLES 
RSC CA MO 
8. 39 
NA 
0. 30 0 00 
K C03 





























































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : M003 PS NO S 
MEASUREMENT POINT CODE: 11 
YEAR 
PUMP STATION 
19B0 CODE : 
BASIC DATA: 
11 
PUMPINO HOURS AND L1FTINO HEAO 











DI8CHAR0E IN M»«3 PER SECOND 
DIBCHAROE IN H»»3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
SLOPE OF CAPACITY CURVE 
SUCTION HEAD IN M 
AVERACE PUMP CAPACITY IN M»«3 PER SECOND 
AVERA8E LIFTINO HEAD IN M 
THE HATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1980 ARE BASED ON 14 WATER SAMPLES 
MONTH 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC TDS PH SAR 
AOJ 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1982 ARE BASED ON 15 WATER SAMPLES 
DISCH 
MIL M3 TDS 6AR 
ADJ 



























































































































































































1982 136. 37 





















































































































































































































— 9. 98 
-
44 
LOCATION : M006 OHARBIA BRI OSE NO 6 YEAR 
MEASUREMENT POINT CODE: 33 I OPEN DRAIN I 
I960 CODE : 33 
BA8IC DATA: WATERLEVEL AND FLOAT MEASUREMENTS 





- DISCHARCE IN M«»3 PER BECOND 
- FACTOR 
- WETTED CROSS SECTION IN M»»2 
- FLOAT VELOCITY IN M PER SECOND 
THE HATER QUALITY DATA DUR]NO I960 ARE BASED ON 14 WATER SAMPLES 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC TDS SAR 
ADJ 



































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : M006 CHARBIA BRIDOE NO 6 YEAR : »»B3 "IDE : =« 
































































































































1. 64 6. 37 
-





























































































































— 9. 33 
-6 37 
6. 07 

















~ 0. 07 
-0. 07 
0. 00 
*~ 0. 00 







~ 3. 06 
3. 14 
~ 3. 50 





"~ 1. 76 






C03 HC03 804 CL 
11.23 0.33 0.00 4.63 4.65 13.17 
7.81 0.36 0.00 4.53 3.00 6.11 
10. 00 0. 18 O. 03 4. 97 4. 19 9. 92 
10. 79 0. 14 0. 42 S. 44 5. 40 S. 88 
7. 30 0. 09 0. 00 4. 37 4 91 5. 93 
8.27 0.11 0.04 4.42 1.67 7.48 
45 
LOCATION . H007 PS NO 6 






PUMPINO HOURS AND LIFTING HEAD 











DISCHARGE IN M»*3 PER SECOND 
DI6CHAR0E IN M*»3 PER BECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
SLOPE OF CAPACITV CURVE 
SUCTION HEAD IN M 
AVERACE PUMP CAPACITV IN M*»3 PER BECOND 
AVERAGE LIfTINO HEAD IN M 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1983 ARE BASED ON 12 WATER SAMPLES 
MONTH 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC 3AR 
ADJ 















































































































































































1983 156 18 
LOCATION : MOOS HAMUL PS 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO I960 
YEAR : 1980 
ARE BASED ON 13 




MIL M3 EC TDS SAR 
ADJ 











































































































3.48 3339. 7.03 4.33 13.76 0.00 10.77 11.39 14.04 0.34 0.00 11.03 9.01 30.41 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURIN© 1981 ARE BASED ON 19 WATER SAMPLES 
MONTH 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC SAR 
ADJ 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : »009 PS NO 4 




BASIC DATA: PUMPINO HOURS AND LIFTING HEAD 







- DISCHARGE IN M»»3 PER SECOND 
11.220 - DISCHARCE IN M»*3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
-1. 910 - 6L0PE OF CAPACITY CURVE 
- BUCTION HEAD IN M 
7. 143 - AVERAOE PUMP CAPACITY IN M#»3 PER SECOND 
3. 700 - AVEÄACE LIFTING HEAD IN M 












































































































































































































19B0 337. 49 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : MOIO PS NO 3 
MEASUREMENT POINT CODE: 
DISCHARGE RELATION: 
U 





1980 CODE : 
BASIC DATA: 
11 




- DISCHARGE IN H*»3 PER SECOND 
7. 4S0 - DISCHARGE IN H«»3 PER SECOND AT 7ER0 SUCTION HEAD 
-O. 790 - BLOPE OP CAPACITY CURVE 
- SUCTION HEAD IN M 
9. 369 - AVERACE PUMP CAPACITY IN M»»3 PER SECOND 
2. 740 - AVERAOE LIFTINO HEAD IN H 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : MOU OHARBIA BRIME NO 7 V6AR 
MEASUREMENT POINT CODE: 23 l OPEN OKAIN > 
1980 CODE : S3 

















DISCHARGE IN M«»3 PER SECOND 
DIBCHAROE COEFFICIENT 
DATUM HM VALUE IN M FOR ZERO DISCHAROE 
»IÖ7ANCS BETWEEN REF. POINT AND WATERLEVEL IN M 
DIBCHAROE EXPONENT 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : MOU OHARBIA BRIDOE NO 7 YEAR : 1983 CODE : 34 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































•• 91. 87 
-
50 
LOCATION : MO 12 HAF1R SKEKAB EDDIN PS YEAR 
MEASUREMENT POINT CODE: 11 ) PUMP STATION 
i9eo CODS : 
BASIC DATA: 
U 
PUMPINO HOUR8 AND LIPTINO HEAD 















DISCHARGE IN M«*3 PER SECONB 
DISCHARGE IN M»»3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
SLOPE OP CAPACITY CURVE 
SUCTION HEAD IN N 
AVERA«« PUMP CAPACITY IN M»«3 PER SECOND 
AVERA«! LIPTINO HEAD IN M 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































— 0. 00 
CA 















































































































LOCATION : «013 OHARBIA OUTFALL YEAR ; 1990 CODE : 24 
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 J














THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURINO 1983 ARE BASED ON 13 WATER BAMPLEB 
MONTH 
































































— 8. 16 
-
SAR 
— «•«-•« — 
-9. SB 
10.87 










— • — « M 











— - • • — . 
— 0.00 
0. 00 






































































































LOCATION . MIOl EDFINA BARACE 
THE WATER OUALITY DATA DUR INO 1900 
YEAR : 19B0 
ARE BASED ON 13 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE WATER QUALITY DATA DWPINO 1903 ARE Bi*SED ON 10 WATER SAMPLE« 
MONTH 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC TP3 PH BAR 
ADJ 











































































































































1. 20 0. 06 0. CO 2. 36 0. 79 
1.84 0.04 0.00 2.19 0.24 
1. 69 0. 08 0. 00 2. 03 0. 89 
1.23 0.11 0.00 2.34 1.43 
O. 93 0. 13 0. 00 2. 30 0. 60 
2. 00 O. 13 O. 00 3. »3 ». 69 












' 1. BO 
1 1. 56 



































































































































NA C03 HC03 S04 CL 
1.68 0.10 0.00 2.32 0.69 1.07 
2. Ol 0. 08 O. 00 2. 64 0. 49 1. 24 
2.37 0.21 0.00 3.38 0.82 1 47 
1.91 0.13 0.33 3.39 0 23 1.48 
1. S3 0.13 0.00 3.66 0.21 2.08 
1.31 0.11 0.04 2.94 0.36 1.93 
1983 
53 
LOCATION : MKOl TILL* OUTFALL YEAR : 1980 CODE : 34 













































































































































































































j 930 - -
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DUR I NO 1981 ARE BASED ON 
DI8CH ADJ 
MONTH NIL M3 EC TDS PH BAR BAR 
_ 
12 HATER SAMPLES 


































































































































































































THE WATER OUALITY DATA DURING 1982 ARE IABED ON 
DIBCH ADJ 
MONTH NIL M3 EC TDS PH SAR BAR 
_ 
B WATER SAMPLEB 





































































































































































































LOCATION : HNO! UPPER PS NO 8 




1981 CODE : 
BASIC DATA: 
11 
PUMPINO HOURS AND LIFTINO HEAD 
0-QO*B»H 
O - DISCHAROE IN M » 0 PER SECOND 
00 - 8. 690 - DISCHAROE IN H**3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
8 - -O. 990 - SLOPE OP CAPACITY CURVE 
H - SUCTION HEAD IN H 
ÛCAP- 8. 069 - AVERAOE PUMP CAPACITY IN N#«3 PER 6EC0ND 
MAV » 1. 060 - AVERAOE LIPTINO HEAD IN H 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : HN02 MAMDURA PS 
MEASUREMENT POINT CODE 
OISCHAROE RELATION: 






























































VEAR : I960 CODE : 11 
STATION i BASIC DATA: PUMPINO 
- DISCHARGE 
- DIBCHAROE 
- SLOPE or 
IN M«*3 PER 




- SUCTION HEAD IN H 
- A V É R A « R U M P C A P A C I T Y 
- AVERAOI LIPTINO 







































• 22. 91 
-
HOURS AND LIPTINO HEAD 
AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
IN N»«3 PER SECOND 
HEAD IN M 








































































































































































































































































































































1981 193.82 2.48 1962. 7.90 7.28 17.18 0.00 4.28 4.68 19.41 0.33 0.00 4.38 9.19 19.19 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































: HN03 NABHART 
QUALITY DATA 
OISCH 

































































VEAU : 1*00 CODE : 





















































































































































THE WATER OUALITY DATA DURINO 1981 ARE BASED ON IB WATER SAMPLES 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : MN04 ZEINI PB VEAR : 19B0 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DUR]NO I960 ARE BASED ON 13 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION : HTOl TIRA PS 






PUMPING HOURS AND LIFTING HEAD 
DISCHARGE RELATION: Q»Q0*B»H 
0 - DISCHAROE IN M«*3 PER SECOND 
0 0 - 8 . 300 - DISCHAROE IN M**3 PER SECOND AT ZERO SUCTION HEAD 
B - 0.000 - SLOPE OP CAPACITY CURVE 
H - SUCTION HEAD IN H 
OCAP- S. 300 - AVERAGE PUMP CAPACITY IN M»»3 PER SECOND 
HAV - 3. 900 - AVERAGE LIFTING HEAD IN N 
THE WATER QUALITY DATA DURING 1980 ARE BASED ON 14 WATER SAMPLES 
DISCH 
MIL M3 EC TDS SAR 
ADJ 

































































































































1980 373. 38 -
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